MEMORANDUM FOR: Legislative Counsel
ATTENTION: Mr. Scott Breckinridge
FROM: Robert W. Gambino
        Director of Security
SUBJECT: House Select Committee
        on Assassinations Requests (U)

1. (U/Aluo) Action Requested: None; for information only.

2. (S) Background: Reference is made to the attached requests from the House Select Committee on Assassinations (HSCA) dated 19 June (OLC 78-2198/1), 30 June (OLC 78-2446), 6 July (OLC 78-2390), and 11 July 1978 (OLC 78-2475). The HSCA has requested access to all files, file references, and documents concerning 24 individuals. Results of Office of Security indices search are as follows:

   a. 19 June request—material is available regarding Robert Maheu.

   b. 30 June request—no record was located on Samuel David Ruby (Rubinstein), Hyman Ruby (Rubinstein), Mrs. Marion Ruby Carroll, Mrs. Anna Ruby Volpert, or Mrs. Eileen Ruby Kaminsky.

   c. 6 July request—for information regarding Gus Alex, the HSCA is referred to the Department of Justice Organized Crime Principal Subject List dated July 1969. No identifiable information/no record was located for any of Alex's akas--Sam Taylor, Paul Benson, or Chris Johnson.

   d. 11 July request—material is available for review regarding LIG/Cookie/1 (duplicate of item #11), TichBorch, LICHANT/1 (duplicate of item #9), Emilio Carballido, LIRING/3, Charles Thomas, LIHUFF/1, LITAMIL/7, LITAMIL/9, and Victor Rico Galan. No record was located of Lynn Duran aka Lydia Duran (#2), Eunice Odo (#3), or Noe Palomares (#16). No identifiable information was
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